Ferrari 456 MGT
Gap between driver glass and B
pillar
Gap 1-2mm outside in Y direction
Gap 3- 5mm in X direction

Isssue: some unacceptable gap
between B pillar and rr part of
the window. Create noise at high
speed and leakeage during
cleaning.
When moving manually the
window by hand, I can translate it
5mm fwd (a kind of rotation)
Whatever setup on oblong holes
in the pantograph, the glass
moves and does not seal  (see
next page)
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Unsuccessful setup attempts on the pantograph.

So I decided to strip it apart.
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Ferrari 456 MGT ≠ Ferrari 456 GT
456 GT: the window mecanism on 456FG and 456 MGT qre
VERY different. Pantograph is different, sliding parts are also,
no adjustment, etc…
Look at that excellent explanation created by Granucci and
the pdf to dowload explaning the GT issues:
http://www.ferrarilife.com/forums/modern-v12s-456550/19114-456-window-mechanismreplacement.html#post219242
I have that pdf is unavailable anymore.
I did not find anything similar on 456 MGT. Yet 
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Left driver door disassembly

Screw 2
Screw 1

Remove the top part of the armrest by removing the lower two screws
You can have access to door opening/locking mecanism
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Bolt 2

Bolt 1
Unscrew the 2 obvious bolts attaching the armrest structure.
Third bolt is more painful to access.
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I have marked with black pen the rods/nuts
position (yeap, I have one missing)
Then identify each rod for a later assembly. Then
remove the rods from the internal door handle
(plastic clips to rotate)
You can now open the door handle higher and
have access to the third bolt (picture)
Remove the arm rest.

the third bolt
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1 – The leather central part can be removed after removing
THE hidden bolt that was in the leather hole where the
armrest top leg was attached to with a fork. Nicely hidden…
(blue circle)
Then pull to remove teh leather part from the yellow christmas
tree pins. (red circles)
2 – To remove the inner structure, remove all visible bolts
(green circle) and the 3 ones under the carpet (3 green arrows)
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After inner structure removal, you can see the external door skin. There is a water tighness
protection (not original on mine) you also need to remove.
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And here we are, the famous pantograph/scisors mecanism

1 – Remove the fexible rod from the
pantograph.

2 – Remove the 2 main rods. IDENTIFY
the parts!!
Now we need to remove the glass to pantograph fasteners.
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The pantograph is attached to the glass with 2 bolts. You need to remove them. It will free the
aluminium rail where two psatic part are. Rwd is sliding in. Fwd is not, it is tight between 2 vertical CHC
bolts.
Be careful as once remove the door crashes in the door !!! 
So PLEASE put a support (LE piece of wood) to support the window during disassembly.

Rwd
bolt was
there

LE piece
of wood

Rwd bolt

Fwd bolt

SMOOTLY unscrew (not very tight on my car) holding the
glass from the top or bottow, remove the rear clamp an
smootly support the glass on the wood piece. I put also
one on the fwd area (not photographed)
Next step is mecanism removal.
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Remove the 2 electrical connection (one for the engine by sliding fwd the metallic clip, and the top
position sensor
There are 4 bolts and 2 nuts to remove (red circle). Easy 

Connecteurs
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Inner car view

And here is the « thing ».
This is heavier and
bigger I was guessing.

Point 3 is blocked from
translating by 2 CHC bolts.
Looks very tight and OK on
mine.
Point 1 slides in an aluminium
rail coulisse dans une goutiere
en alu. Looks also good to me.
Point 2 is for my case the issue.
The is I think too much gap
between the plastic part and
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Point 3 - Front

Pivot

Point 2 - back

Pivot

Point 1
(backward)

Outer car view
(hidden)

Point 2 – Rwd
C Clip removed

Point 3 – Ft
C Clip removed

Point 1 (back)
C Clip in position
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The plastic sliding part (identical on the 3 points) – ref 64081100
Broken during
the pull of from
the spherical
bit
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Action 1: Change these sliding parts ref21 (red circle).
Reference 64081100 - 1,87 € without VAT @ Red parts. 3x per door.
This is a different reference from 456 GT
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Pantograph: There are a LOT of data on the internet regarding that
part. Specially the central pin replacement with a steel one.
F1 import in the US http://f1imports.com/our-specialites/windowregulator-repair can replace it for $300.
The issue is to understand if my pin is faulty or not…

Pivot
pin

Arm 1
Arm 3

Arm 2
Pivot pin
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Here is what I found out on the Internet when the pin is
broken in two parts (456 GT)
http://www.ferrarilife.com/forums/modern-v12s-456550/17834-repair-window-glass-position.html
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Another repair on 456 GT
http://www.ferrarilife.com/forums/modern-v12s-456-550/18961-window-repair-456gt-3-a.html
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I am NOT convinced i have a faulty central
pin. No excessive gap for me. Only
functionnal gap. When you look in detail
how it is designed, it cannot work.
I have identified the arms names in the
picture.
Arms 1 & 3 « cuddle » arm 2.
The pin heigh contact on arm 2 is far too
low to have good guidance on a 3mm steel
part…
Washer

Press fit

Arm 3
Arm 2
Arm 1
Washer

Pivot pin

Press fit

I am NOT convinced replacing the green pivot pin will sort the issue as there will always be a
misguiding….
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Looking on the foruls, on a 456 GT,
deanhalter has changed the U channel
guiding bits (glass to vertical rails).
http://www.ferrarichat.com/forum/1420
81291-post5.html
I will replace them.
Red parts
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-270-ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-portes-leve-vitreset-retroviseurs---1.html
Ref 4: 63767900 - 1,19 € HT x8
Ref24: 63890100 - 5,32 € HT x8
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Missing bolt !!
Oops!!!
I found 1 missing bolt in the fwd sliding
clamp/ The lower fasterner is completely
missing (bolt/washers/bush, etc…
That should explain the movement
fwd/backwd I was noticing on the
window.
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Parts to order

€ Price/part € Price/part
Total Price €
Excl VAT
Inc VAT
Quantity With VAT
Reference
21
64081100 Patin plastique coulisseau
1,87
2,24
3
6,73
4
63767900 piece en U guidage vitre sur rail
1,19
1,43
8
11,42
24
63890100 piece en U guidage vitre sur rail
5,32
6,38
4
25,54
31
13271811 Vis manquante
0,04
0,05
1
0,05
32
10519278 Rondelle manquante
0,06
0,07
1
0,07
3
63486900 Joint manquant
1,32
1,58
1
1,58
45
62932800 entretoise
1,32
1,58
1
1,58
46
62932900 Bush
1,82
2,18
1
2,18
44
62798000 Rondelle manquante
0,00
1
0,00
10791114 Ecrou manquant sur la tringlerie
0,84
1,01
1
1,01
65498900 Mousse autour de la tringlerie
0,00
1
0,00
57
14188181 Sapin de noel.
0,26
0,31
6
1,87
52,04
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-270--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-portes-leve-vitres-et-retroviseurs---1.html
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-270--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-portes-leve-vitres-et-retroviseurs---1.html
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-269--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-porte-commande-ouverture-et-charnieres---1.html
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-269--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-porte-commande-ouverture-et-charnieres---1.html
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-268--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-portes-ossatures-et-revetements---1.html
http://www.redparts.fr/partlist-268--ferrari-456-m-gt-gta-portes-ossatures-et-revetements---1.html

